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Coin farming tsum 2020

How more and more people will ask how to setup a car attendant coin to farming your phone, so I write briefly here, I hope it helps. What is an automatic transmitter? The car transmitter is a tool that helps you send and receive the hearts of your friends. This is something you can do manually and repeatedly, with a bit (?) a little boring and annoying. Why do I need an automatic transmitter? First, many
players, including myself, do not know our friends will get one heart back if we accept hearts one by one. On the other hand, they get something when we use the Claim All button. I'm so surprised that no, where mentioned this game. In addition, we get a 200 coin bonus if we get hearts in one hour. That's why we need help with the car attendant. People deserve to spend time on more fun things, like
breaking through monthly events, collecting loved ones' TSUMs instead of manually doing boring accompanying/receiving jobs, right? How do I set up a transmitter? Ok, that's the most important question. Robotmon appears to be the most popular tool for car sending groups. The setup guide can be found on robotmon's official website ( . Following your steps in the tutorial, you should be able to create. But
for an iOS user like me, only XRobotmon works on our iPhone. , I have to say, I really appreciate the XRobotmon team doing such a good job of saving my life. Second, the interface is friendly enough that I can hardly read the setup guide at all. It is comfortable and stable that I have been using it for more than 7 months. It's something you can hit to run and forget about for the rest of the week. Then I will
then use my phone to see how many coins I got and try to get some new Tsums every 2-3 days. So, even though you are an Android user, I still highly recommend that you should give it a shot, it will not betray you. -&gt; finally, if you think it won't save your life, don't forget to give me a clap, so I'm motivated to write more tips . Page 2Getting more and more people are asking how to setup a car
attendant coin to farming your phone, so I write briefly here, I hope it helps. What is an automatic transmitter? The car transmitter is a tool that helps you send and receive the hearts of your friends. This is something you can do manually and repeatedly, with a bit (?) a little boring and annoying. Why do I need an automatic transmitter? First, many players, including myself, do not know our friends will get
one heart back if we accept hearts one by one. On the other hand, they get something when we use the Claim All button. I'm so surprised that no, where mentioned this game. In addition, we get a 200 coin bonus if we get hearts in one hour. That's why we need help with the car attendant. People deserve to spend time on more fun things, like breaking through monthly events, collecting loved ones' TSUMs
instead of manually doing boring accompanying/receiving jobs, right? How the escort? Ok, this is the most requested asked seems to be the most popular tool for car sending groups. The setup guide can be found on robotmon's official website ( . Following your steps in the tutorial, you should be able to create. But for an iOS user like me, only XRobotmon works on our iPhone. , I have to say, I really
appreciate the XRobotmon team doing such a good job of saving my life. Second, the interface is friendly enough that I can hardly read the setup guide at all. It is comfortable and stable that I have been using it for more than 7 months. It's something you can hit to run and forget about for the rest of the week. Then I will then use my phone to see how many coins I got and try to get some new Tsums every
2-3 days. So, even though you are an Android user, I still highly recommend that you should give it a shot, it will not betray you. -&gt; finally, if you think it won't save your life, don't forget to give me a clap, so I'm motivated to write more tips . 02-06-2016, 12:03 pm #121 Supremacy Member Join Date: July 2002 Posts: 8344 mikezuper wrote: Japan version? Walao 35 barrels have gone that way, a million
coins! Are you playing the international version? Why play so ah? Thought... Japanese version = more events, tsums, etc... 02-06-2016, 12:27 pm #122 Arch-Supremacy Member Join date: September 2007 Posts: 15349 mikezuper wrote: Japan version? Walao 35 barrels have gone that way, a million coins! Are you playing the international version? Why play so ah? Thought... nope I have the Japanese
version only. yes 1 when -.- fucking stupid ______ Fan of Soldam Casing Windys 02-06-2016, 1:05 #123 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: September 2007 Posts: 15349 finally got it -.- (stupid fairy god mother) 36th box -.- super knn -.- now gets R&amp;R a little and play at a more relaxing pace. ______ Fan of Soldam Windy Casings 02-06-2016, 15:50 pm #124 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date:
April 2002 Posts: 15820 goenitz33 wrote: finally got it -.- (stupid fairy god mother) 36th box -.- super knn -.- now gets R&amp;R a little and play at a more relaxing pace. Cinderella or Fairy God Mother is strong? Kylo Ren already? What are you now using for farm coins? What is your overall game strategy? For me: - Farm low char but high skill level Tsum, which generates at least 1000 coins on average
(make all tsums Lv50 achieve even high score and farm coins fast) - Buy Box only if, if there is a new Tsum so I wont miss any tsum (if you missed tsum, not only is your collection not full, but you wont get exp when it seems like other tsum game time thus wasted) - Use record skills once a week on a Sunday night Maleficent now to achieve a high score so a message that pop up saying I'm close to my
weekly score didn't appear after every game No longer included? 02-06-2016, 01:57 pm #125 member Join Date: September 2007 Posts: 15349 Cinderella or Fairy God Mother is strong? - - need SL5-6 then strong. i collec tsums so must get, also JP version usually got the theme music when released in the first month, so it has to be received. Kylo Ren already? - yes, I got it with Rey, too. Basically I only
missed 1 tsum which is Santa Jack. What are you now using for farm coins? - Beast SL6 - The best coin farmer game. What is your overall game strategy? - I'm always 5/4 &amp; coin boost. at least the SL6 beast has 1k coins per circle. average is 2.5k coins per circle, after a boost. Usually during the day, the leisure pace of playing around 100k-120k coins per day. Intense play, 1 hr you get 100k but the
hand breaks lol.. the record is subjective actually some PPL is really good some tsum some are really bad, the best is to go to youtube to watch the video. I did not hit 10mil without a magical time using SL6 rapunzel but can never do malnificent lol. ______ Fan of Soldam Windy Casings 02-06-2016, 01:58 pm #126 Arch-Supremacy Member Join which: September 2007 Posts: 15349 a good source of
information for Japan ver players. Knowledge has won half the battle. always plan how to spend your coins on time. ____ Fan of Soldam Windy Corps 02-06-2016, 3:05 #127 Arch-Supremacy Member Union which: April 2002 Posts: 15,820 goenitz33 wrote: Cinderella or Fairy God Mother is strong? Cinderella needed SL5-6 then strong. i collec tsums so must get, also JP version usually got the theme
music when released in the first month, so it has to be received. Kylo Ren already? - yes, I got it with Rey, too. Basically I only missed 1 tsum which is Santa Jack. What are you now using for farm coins? - Beast SL6 - The best coin farmer game. What is your overall game strategy? - I'm always 5/4 &amp; coin boost. at least the SL6 beast has 1k coins per circle. average is 2.5k coins per circle, after a
boost. Usually during the day, the leisure pace of playing around 100k-120k coins per day. Intense play, 1 hr you get 100k but the hand breaks lol.. the record is subjective actually some PPL is really good some tsum some are really bad, the best is to go to youtube to watch the video. I did not hit 10mil without a magical time using SL6 rapunzel but can never do malnificent lol. Isn't it if you use a boost (5/4
+ coin) using coins? Or do you have a lot of these things lying around? I already earn 1-1.2k on average now skill level 4 Tsum. I didn't know the Monster could be so powerful later on. 1hr 100k is a dream!!! I think you can only get 50-60K hour max LOL. 02-06-2016, 03:19 #128 Arch-Supremacy Member Join date: September 2007 Posts: 15349 100k is where I got to break abit here and there. I've been
timed before. When I focus on abit more and can set playing. 10-12 mins is 30k le. Beast from SL5 year can be used le. nope i increase using coins. both 5/4 + coins = base -2300 coins round or -1700 discount give say on average round I finish 3500 coins before the coin boost starts in. + maybe 300-400 coin increases, if it is really bad %, then about 1500-1600 coins. but usually when I finish about 4k
coins before coin boost kicks and then coin boost about 1-1.5k coins. therefore about 3k coins per circle. yesterday I got 5-6 good bonus, 1 x 85k, 1 x 29k, 1 x 17k and 2 x 10-12k. It's about how I roll. Identify the best game coin earner and pour all skill tickets up to the tsum's max. Which is what I did. _____ Fan of Soldam Windy Corps 02-06-2016, 3:23 #129 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: April 2002
Posts: 15820 goenitz33 wrote: 100k is where I got a break from help here and there. I've been timed before. When I focus on abit more and can set playing. 10-12 mins is 30k le. Beast from SL5 year can be used le. nope i increase using coins. so 5/4 + coins = base -2300 coins round or -1700 at the time of the discount give say the average round I finish 3500 coins before the coin push starts in then I earn
about 1200 coins + maybe a coin boost of 300-400 coins, if really bad % then about 1500-1600 coins. but usually when I finish about 4k coins before coin boost kicks and then coin boost about 1-1.5k coins. therefore about 3k coins per circle. yesterday I got 5-6 good bonus, 1 x 85k, 1 x 29k, 1 x 17k and 2 x 10-12k. It's about how I roll. Identify the best game coin earner and pour all skill tickets up to the
tsum's max. Which is what I did. Saint Tsum! The coin bonus is a damn imba! Continue using the coin bonus going forward. You're my new hero bro! 02-06-2016, 03:37 #130 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Misdate: September 2007 Posts: 15349 mikezuper wrote: Holy Tsum! The coin bonus is a damn imba! Continue using the coin bonus going forward. You're my new hero bro! Coin bonus increase is
black. if the tsum you use can not even break even then your time ditch that tsum. the maximum coin bonus is 5000%. Minimum I think 1%. _____ Fan of Soldam Windy Casings 02-06-2016, 3:53 pm #131 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: April 2002 Posts: 15820 goenitz33 wrote: coin bonus eboost is a must. if the tsum you use can not even break even then your time ditch that tsum. the maximum
coin bonus is 5000%. Minimum I think 1%. Stable Pom Tsum Tsum! Chiong Laterrr!!! 03-06-2016, 01:22 PM #132 Senior Member Enrollment Date: September 2008 Posts: 548, if helping a friend at a Star Wars event, is there any chance of increasing the drop rate of the capsule? I want to max my c3p0. 03-06-2016, 02:45 pm #133 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: April 2002 Posts: 15820 mgumpy
wrote: if helping a friend at a Star Wars event, can there be any increase in the drop rate of the capsule? I want to max my c3p0. Don't think you can speed up. Have you made all 30 cards? I'm 29 now - 2 more to go! 03-06-2016, 02:53 #134 Senior Member Join Date: September 2008 Posts: 548 mikezuper wrote: Don't think you can increase the rate. Have you all 30 cards? I'm 29 now - 2 more to go!
Done.. so now I wan wan up to c3p0. 03-06-2016, 04:24 PM #135 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: April 2002 Posts: 15820 mgumpy wrote: done.. so now I wan max to c3p0. Hold still, bro! Page 2 of 17-05-2020, 20:21 #1 Master Member Join Date: May 2020 Posts: 2618 Immortal Taoist hi there for mobile gamers. Is there anyone who's played an immortal Taoist? notice this game always jump into
the top 5 free games in the app store and decided to try today.. if there is anyone who is playing this game, please guide me along.. this is an idle game of a kind wuxia or Taoist gameplay ... where they meditate or cultvate, etc... Posted by PCWX using iPhone ~ Why So Serious ~ Page 3 04-06-2013, 10:29 am #1 Great Supremacist Join Date: February 2011 Posts: 58805 [Official] Clash of Clans allows
you to chat with abt CLASH CLANS fr34kZ and mustsic like this. _____ 丢某 Last edited by Mr Anonymous; 17-12-2013 at 10:29.. 04-06-2013, 10:31 AM #2 High Supremacist Join Date: January 2011 Posts: 29,348 y your base so fully upgraded but still less than 1600? I only have 30+ trophies less and my walls are still half gold. Anyway, your defensive order is pretty solid. 04-06-2013, 10:32 AM #3 Great
Supremacist Join Date: February 2011 Posts: 58,805 My Level 7 fully maxed liao. Now going 8 I'm not going for the trophy, but going to reasources your agreement how? See leh ___丢某4-6-2013, 10:34 AM #4 High Supremacist Join Date: January 2011 Posts: 29,348 must transfer ipad pc, so mafan, dun wan la. anyway I think you can use your staff's sleds to expand your boundaries a little bit so they
need to spawn a little further, especially in the bottom 2 sides. 04-06-2013, 10:35 am #5 Arch-Supremacy Member Join date: November 2008 Posts: 13,021 no life. +1 ______ YOU BATE. I common agricultural policy. 04-06-2013, 10:35 am #6 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: December 2012 Posts: 11,144 It looks good They usually attack, in which direction? Two o'clock? Seven o'clock? I'm also 7.
Just got town hall 7 a few days ago lol 04/06/2013, 10:35 #7 Big Supremacist Join Date: February 2011 Posts: 58805 Use ipad ss den to use photo uploadbucket la __ 丢某4-06-2013, 10:37 #8 Great Supremacist Join Date: February 2011 Posts: 58805 RazorLotus wrote: Looks good They usually attack, in which direction? Two o'clock? Seven o'clock? I'm also 7. Just got town hall 7 a few days ago lol I
dunno haha I just did this new arrangement, needing advice __丢⼤⼤某⼤ 04-06-2013, 10:39 #9 Great Supremacy Member Join Date: February 2011 Posts: 58805 consecutor wrote: must over ipad pc, so mafan wan, dun la dun. anyway I think you can use your staff's sleds to expand your boundaries a little bit so they need to spawn a little further, especially in the bottom 2 sides. Builders' room shifted lol.
Think good can prevent the wall circuit breaker. Thanks to Aiya at our level, resources&gt;trophies Esp dark elixir quite loot ____ 丢某4-06-2013, 10:43 am #10 Master Member Join Date: July 2010 Posts: 4057 Mr Mr wrote: Builders' room shifted lol. Think good can prevent the wall circuit breaker. Thanks to Aiya at our level, resources&gt;trophyEsp dark elixir quite hard to loot Beat trophy range loot a lot
de.. 1.4K to 1499.if you touch 1.5k you notice the resources are limited. The second range is 1.2-1.3 good agriculture based on your opinion 04-06-2013, 10:44 AM #11 Supremacy member Join Date: Nov 2000 Posts: 5684 Mr Anonymous wrote: 'Builders' onn shift lol. Think good can prevent the wall circuit breaker. Thanks to Aiya at our level, resources&gt;esp dark elixir quite hard to loot all these flags etc
can also prevent the enemy from spawning right? why not use it to surround your walls as well ... 04-06-2013, 10:45 AM #12 Master Member Join Date: July 2010 Posts: 4057 coern wrote: all these flags, etc. can also prevent enemy spawning right? why not use it to surround your walls as well ... Hahahha new innovations can spawn flags, etc... Have room for everything outside you wall so they will spawn
further. 04-06-2013, 10:46 AM #13 Arch-Supremacy Member Join date: May 2007 Posts: 10153 Mr Anonymous wrote: Need no more repair or you can see any soft spot? At night then I will post my city .. Th 8 now Yr mortar n wizard tower too out .. Better shift it 04/06/2013, 10:48 #14 Forbidden Join Date: September 2008 Posts: 3346 Y u protect your clan castle instead of town hall? 04-06-2013, 10:49 AM
#15 High Supremacist Join Date: January 2011 Posts: 29,348 psps. I just checked my trophies. I have 130 trophies under you. also understand your walls are all 1 level above my crystal ones while the parties are gold. and yes, I agree with the dark elixirs. I've built them since day one and have never spent, but so far I only got less than 7k. zzz just upgraded drill to level 2, still trying to wait 10k. Page 4 of
22-05-2020, 3:59 #1 Member Join Date: May 2020 Posts: 377 Moneybag Hello, anyone trying a MoneyBag from policypal? I heard can win money, but not v sure how it goes? Goes?
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